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BELABORING LIBERATION ~N SOUTH AFRICA
by
Prexy Nesbitt and Don Will

,.

The AFL-CIO "has tremendous leverage for political
actiyity compared to,

say, CIA covert operations, which o f ten

fail •••• The AFL-CIO in general takes positions to the ri g ht
of Ronald Reagan."

With such words an aide to conservative

Utah Senator Orrin Hatch justified to the Washington Post the
support of the usually anti-union senator for the
international programs of the labor federation.

Few foreign

arenas provide a more damning indictment of this role of the
AFL-CIO than the current situation in southern Africa.

As

the Black working class and non-racial trade unions emerge in
the forefront of the liberation struggle,

the AFL-CIO has

stepped up its efforts to co-opt the revolutionary fervor.
While individual unions at the national and local level
as well as

civil rights organizations, college campuses, and

even state legislatures have embraced the economic isolation
of the apartheid system through disinvestment,

the AFL-CIO

has only belatedly endorsed the most limited forms of
selective disinvestment,

blithering along the way about the

efficacy of the Sullivan Principles--long discredited in .the
eyes of ~ost Black South Africans and the anti-apartheid
movement.

Meanwhile,

the AFL-CIO,

through its African-

American Labor Center (AALC), has increased its intervention
in the affairs of South Africa in the form of a Program of
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Action in Support of Black Trade Unions.

The thrust of the

Program is to promote the federation's brand of apolitical
trade unionism through a variety of educational and financial
t '

assistance

rojects.

Aside from the absurdity of counseling

Black trade unions to concentrate on shop-floor issues in the
face of the apartheid system, the insidious character of the
Program becomes most apparent when one considers its funding,
staffing, and long-term objectives.

These are best seen

against the backdrop of he historical role of the AFL-CIO in
Africa.
The director of the AFL-CIO's department of
international affairs is Irving Brown--the immoral equivalent
of a founding father of the federation's Africa policy.
After having promoted the anti-communist Force Ouvriere on
the French labor scene in the wake of World War II (with
funds from the CIA, according to former agent Tom Braden),
Brown went on to subvert progressive unionism in North Africa
and the newly independent nations south of the Sahara.

When

the AALC was created in 1964 Brown became its first executivedirector.
Durin g the late 19SO's various western trade union
bodies were urging the non-racial South African Congress of
Trade Unions (SACTU) to break its ties with the African
National Congress (ANC) and the Congress Alliance and to
pursue a policy of "no politics in the trade unions."
position was adamantly rejected by SACTU leaders.

This

Shortly

thereafter, in October 1959, Federation of Free Trade Unions
of South Africa (FOFATUSA) was created with funding from the
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and the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions
(ICFTU).

FOFATUSA eschewed political trade unionism while

ostensibly maintaining a link to the Pa q~ Africanist Congress
(PAC) which had recently split from the ANC.

Among the

leaders of FOFATUSA was Lucy Mvubelo of the Garment Workers
Union.

Today Ms. Mvubelo is a trustee of the (government

apologist) South Africa Foundation and one of the AALC's
chief beneficiaries and allies in South Africa.
In the early 1960s one of the external representatives
of the Pan-Africanist Congress was founding member Nana
Mahomo.

In June 1963 Mahomo toured the U.S., meeting with

and receiving funds fr~m the AFL-CIO.

In August 1964 Mahomo

was suspended (and eventually expelled) from the PAC amidst
allegations of financial improprieties and CIA collaboration.
Gordon Winter, admitted agent of the South African Bureau of
State Security, subsequently asserted that Mahomo was
recruited as a full operative of the CIA in 1961-1962.

In

1982 it was announced that, despite over twenty years absence
from South Africa and no experience as a trade unionist,
Mahomo was chosen by the AALC to head its new Pro g ram o f
Action in Support of Black Trade Unions.
A complete cast of characters would be too extensive.
Suffice it to note that various personalities in
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international affairs department, its Committee on Polit i c a l
Education (COPE), and related organizations share a common
flaw--a rabid anti-Sovietism which repeatedly leads the m to

•j

while subverting popular,

progressive movements (often

regardless of whether or not the y include communists).
Irving Brown had been a close associate of Jay Lovestone the
I'

former Communist Party leader who converted to an arch anticommunist and headed the foreign operations of the AFL.
Others came by a similar perspective under the influence of
Max ~chachtrnan's brand of Trotskyism and its legacy in the
Social Democrats-USA.

Among these are leaders in the neo-

conservative attack on the National and World Councils of
Churches.

According to a church-sponsored study of its

adversaries,

individuals sharing this general ideological

perspective (if not actual SD-USA membership) include: Tom
Kahn,

AFL-CIO international affairs specialist; Bayard

Rustin,

long-time head of the A. Philip Randolph Institute;

Carl Gershman of Freedom House,

subsequently appointed to

Jeanne Kirkpatrick's U.N. Mission staff; Penn Kemble of the
Coalition for a Democratic Majority (in which Jeanne
Kirkpatrick had been active before her ambassadorial
appointment).

Eugenia Kemble is director of the AFL-CIO's

Free Trade Union Institute (FTUI).
disclaimer,

Contrary to the usual

the organizational affiliations are not for

identification only, as will become evident below.
The present policies of the AFL-CIO in southern Africa
are deplorable on several counts.

First,

they complement, if

not actually comprise a part of, the joint U.S.-South African
policy of destabilization of the frontline states.

Secood,

they promote a form of non-political trade unionism rejected
by the mainstream of Black South African unions and they
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eir assistance toward
such workers'

formations.

Third,

anti-apartheid movement and,

they are at odds with the

particularly,

the efforts of

many of their own affiliate unions.
*Regional destabilization.

-

Press reports indicate links

between the AALC and South African supported insurgent
moviments in both Angola and Mozambique.

Jonas Savimbi of

National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UN IT A)
is not only a prior recipient of CIA support but acknowled g es
the outright dependence of his movement upon South African
assistance.

In 1979 Lane Kirkland hosted Savimbi at his

Washington home.

Savimbi was itinerated by Carl Gershman and

the visit included not only contacts with officials of
Freedom House (with which Kirkland had ties)
the Coalition for a Democratic Majority.

but also with

African Business

reported that one AALC document in its possession indicates
The

that the Center funds exile trade unions from Angola.

-------=-~~~~~-=-..=.::.::..::..::__:~=-=--=-~-=-==-=---=-=:.::..=--=-=..:::.--=-=-=--.;;;..._;:c::..=...u.-=..-=--=-=--

London representative of UNITA indicated that the lack of
formal economic activity in UNITA-controlled sections of
Angola precluded any need for trade unions.
of the existence of any trade union wing.

He was uncertain
There is some

possibility that such monies might go to the other Angolan
insurgent movement,

the National Front for the Liberation of

Angola (FNLA), also a past recipient of CIA support.

As FNLA

is even less active than UNITA (and less likely to have a
trade union wing), i t is conceivable that the AALC is merely
serving as a conduit to fund UNITA's armed attacks on Angola.
The paper trail in the Mozambican case is even more
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explicit.

South Africa helped to · create and sustain the

Mozambique National Resistance (MNR) and continues to back
the group in violation of the Nkomati Accord it signed with
the Mozambican government.

African Bus { ~ess reported that

documents reveal that Nana Mahomo met with MNR officials in
Washington in September 1984 and forwarded their request for
fund~.

Ironically, one of the fears of the MNR seems to be

that Assistant Secretary of State Chester Crocker might be
going to lean toward the Mozambican government at their
expense.

Thus any AALC support might serve to outflank the

Reagan Administration on its right-wing.

The MNR

representatives also had a "fruitful discussion" with Eugenia
Kemble of the FTUI.

The FTUI is a major recipient of funds

from the Reagan Administration's National Endowment for
Democracy.

The Institute, in turn, reportedly has passed

monies along to the AALC.

As the AALC historically has

received approximately 90% of its operating budget from the
U.S. Agency for International Development, it is not
unreasonable to assume that its master is the government
rather than the American trade unions in whose name it
presumes to operate.
*Manipulation of South African trade unionism.

The

South Africa program of the AALC is designed to be primarily
"educational."

Much of the budget supports activities inside

the country although some is used to bring South . African
trade unionists to the United States for training courses and
conferences.

The thrust of these pr o grams_ c_Qn.Linues t o_ be

apolitical unionism.
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the thirty year old labor federation which was forced
underground by government repression of its membership.

In

November, 1985, unions representing over 500,000 workers
,.

( C:.o~A. T tJ)

formed the Congress of South African Trade Unions~ the
largest labor federation in South Africa.

Its founding

conference echoed the non-racial, political approach to
organizing pioneered by SACTU.

Many of its member unions

support the United Democratic Front)the community based
coalition which endorses the Freedom Charter of the ANC.
Soon after its formation COSATU;leaders held meetings with
SACTU and the ANC in Zambia.

COSATU is explicit in

considering disinvestment and sanctions as essential and
effective forms of pressure on the regime which must be
supported.
Predictably the AALC is cool to COSATU and its
alliances.

-tw.:.,

Despite~ prominence, in 1985 COSATU's

affilates only received about 20% .of AALC's financial
assistance.

According to the AALC report on 1985

the

Council of Unions of South Africa (CUSA) received 20%

"independent" unions a whopp i ng 45 %. CU.SA i s a ~_"_b_l_a_c_ k_____ _____ -=-\$ ~,~;
'1 0 ~
conscious.s ness" oriented federation• alldl! AZ ACTU might best he

at-teu_
~ (;~ jw-il " ~ £ qt._ . " ~;
.
~
h
o:harac~cr1got1 as 13an a 11ca111st 1:n perspective ena muc
smCl!__ler than ei t h er COSA

CUSA.

The funding pattern

attempt to pit "independent" or "nationalist"
----..

liberation struggle.

However, to their credit, even some

CUSA leaders still criticize the AFL-CIO for its promotion of
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the Sullivan Principles and its reluctance to endorse
disinvestment.
Reports of AALC "trainees" reveal a similar bias in the
educational courses.

One participant retounted that upon

arrival in Washington his group was instructed by the AALC to
avoid exiled South Africans because people from SACTU would
be critical of the program.

Yet subsequentlyJat a reception

held for them; a PAC man was present ("Molefi from
Atteridgeville") who freely distributed literature to them.
Similarly, they were instructed to meet with Nana Mahomo.
When some objected they were told it was alright as Mahomo
now was "working for Washington."

More than one member

KM'Nf'

reported that they were closely chaperoned by Maida ~Springer,
long alleged to have been the CIA contact of Kenyan union
leader Tom Mboya.
An event particularly revealing of the machinations of
the AFL-CIO was the decision to award the George Meany Human
Rights Award jointly to Chief Gatsha Buthelezi and the late
Dr. Neil Aggett.

Buthelezi, the apartheid government

appointed Chief of the Zulus, is regarded by many Black South
Africans as a collaborator.

He regularly deploys his armed

~k~tl.A.

thugs against forces of the United Democratic Front and even
against students at the University of Zululand--a human
rights advocate he is not.

In presenting the award the AFL-

CIO described Buthelezi as the "head of the largest black
liberation movement in South Africa."

Never a trade

,,.,~(I~

(u.,..~ ~~ I)~

unionist, he recently created his ownAfederation to compete

A

'

with COSATU--likely with the encouragement of the AFL-CIO and
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his apartheid sponsors.

Meanwhile, Dr. Neil Ag get t

was a

rn.,si' l ~

traae ttHionis-t'l:ork~
with the Food and Canning Workers
,..
Union, a SACTU affiliate.

Dr. Aggett died of wounds received '

while under interrogation by security forces.

In publicizing

the award the AFL-CIO cited a quote from Aggett critical of
SACTU--they didn't mention that the criticism was zllegedly

.

made by Aggett to his interrogators shortly before they
killed him!

The South African Labour Bulletin notes this

outrage and described the award as "opportunistic and
dishonest."

The Motor Assembly and Component Workers' Union

(MACWUSA) described the equation of Buthelezi and Aggett as
"an insult" to the latter.

One may watch for the AALC to

promote Buthelezi against the interest of legitimate of South
African trade unionism.

Their report on 1985 may have tipped

their hand when they noted the potential for tension between
Buthelezi and COSATU.
Many South African trade unionists are deeply suspicious
of the AALC's intentions.

Both the South African Allied

Workers' Union (SAAWU) and MACWUSA refused to meet with the
AFL-CIO's 1982 tour of South Africa which included Irving
Brown, Patrick O'Farrell (executive director of the AALC),
Frederick O'Neal (secretary-treasurer of the AALC and vicepresident of the A. Philip Randolph Institute), and Sol
Chaikin (President of the ILGWU).

Even the South African

press widely reported the alleged links between the AALC,
Brown and the CIA.
*Tension with the rank-and-file and the anti-apartheid
movement.

The AFL-CIO continues to oppose the economic
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isolation of South Africa despite the fact that Elack trade

vth~ ":.&, ~\t!.S ~

unionists and anti-apartheid campaigners like~BishopATutu and
~Rev. Allan Boesak have risked imprisonment to call for
disinvestment and sanctions.

At a 1982 , conference in San

Francis~o Irving Brown claimed regarding disinvestment that
" ••• no Black trade unionist that I have met, no Black
worker ••• supports that idea."

One must conclude that Brown

was either appallingly ignorant of the numerous appeals or
cynically dishonest.
In January 1985, the AALC and the A. Philip Randolph
Education Fund sponsored a conference in Washington on "Trade
Unions as a Catalyst for Change" in South Africa.
African union leaders were in attendance.

Ten South

Excluded from a

role in the conference were leaders of TransAfrica which
supports the total economic isolation of South Africa.

Yet

--

the invited speakers did include the Rev. Leon Sullivan;
creator of the widely discredited Sullivan code of conduct
for U.S. busines~operating in South Africa.

Time at the

podium was also made for Sol Marzullo a Mobil Oil official
who lobbies against increased restrictions on investment
on behalf of the "Sullivan Industry Support Unit."
The participating South African trade unionists were
not fooled.

In press reports they criticized the Sullivan

Principles, the A. Philip Randolph Education Fund, and the
, AALC.

Special praise went out to TransAfrica, the Coalition

of Black Trade Unionists, and the New York Labor Committee
Against Apartheid for their solidarity with the struggle.
Several of the South African visitors accused the AFL-CIO of
t'
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manipulatio~ . while praising individual affiliated unions such
as the United Auto Workers (UAW) and the Amalgamated Clothing
and Textile Workers (ACTWU) for providing precisely the
support needed.
Rank-and-file trade unionists actually have stood
strongly in solidarity with South African workers.

They are

aware of the brutality of the apartheid system and that the
repression of trade unions has created a largely unorganized
and super-exploited workforce.

As elsewhere in the world,

American companies have rushed to take advantage of this
morally offensive situation at the expense of jobs in the
U.S.

Conscious of this situation, rank-and-filers have taken

action through their locals, through some national unions,
and as members of anti-apartheid organizations.

In addition

to the Coalition of Black Trade Unionists, the New York Labor
Committee Against Apartheid, the UAW (notably its District
65), and ACTWU, the Longshoreman and Warehouse Workers Union
(not a member of the AFL-CIO) has distinguished itself by
refusing to handle South African products.

Canadian unions

have displayed especially consistent solidarity acting in
collaboration with the SACTU Solidarity Committee to raise
strike and defense funds for their South African sisters and
brothers.

**
What then of the AFL-CIO and its AALC?

One may expect

them to attempt to subvert and control Black trade unionism
in South Africa.

They will try to split the trade unions

from the liberation movement led by the ANC and supported
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internally by COSATU, other progressive trade unions, and
pop u 1 a r o r g an i z at ions such as the UDF •
~

They wi 11 -at t: c 1rrp ~

conduct this sinister task in the name of organized labor ,

in the US.

It is now time for the rank-and-file
to strive
;'

through their locals, through national affiliates of the AFLCIO, to bring an end to such behavior on the part of the
labor federation and its regional institutes, particularly
the AALC.

The AALC must be redirected to serve the interests

of American workers and their brothers and sisters in South
Africa.

If this is impossible then the rank-and-file should

demand that it be disbanded or subsumed into the executive
branch of the US government which funds its activities and
whose policies it has been promoting so loyally for the last
22 years.

.
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